Intern for Diversity Equity and Inclusion initiatives (m/f/d)*

Location
Munich

Our team has the exciting responsibility of supporting our clients in the UK, Ireland, Netherlands and the Nordic countries. For our long-term success, we are striving to build a diverse team and create an inclusive workplace. When it comes to team development, one of our key strategic pillars is Diversity Equity and Inclusion. We are looking for a creative and proactive intern who wants to gain hands-on experience with DEI topics by helping with the organization and implementation of different initiatives in our business unit. These tasks will vary depending on the initiative supported.

Your job
- Updating our MS SharePoint, making it user friendly and making sure files and documents are organised
- Supporting in the organisation and implementation of 3 different DEI initiatives. Tasks include:
  - Taking minutes and documenting meetings/processes
  - Creating and monitoring surveys to measure progress
  - Designing and running interviews to evaluate the initiatives

Your profile
- High Cultural sensitivity and awareness
- Medium to advanced MS SharePoint knowledge or willingness to learn independently
- Advanced English level, German and other languages are a plus
- Proactiveness and organised mindset
- Currently in university studies (bachelors or masters)

About us
As the world’s leading reinsurance company with more than 11,000 employees at over 50 locations, Munich Re introduces a paradigm shift in the way you think about insurance. By turning uncertainty into a manageable risk we enable fundamental change. Join us working on topics today that will concern society tomorrow, whether that be climate change, major construction projects, medical risk assessment or even space travel. Together we embrace a culture where multiskilled teams dare to think big. We create the new and the different for our clients and cultivate innovation. Sounds like you? Push boundaries with us and be part of Munich Re. Our employees are our greatest strength. That’s why we offer them a wide range of benefits.

Unlock your potential
- Diversity, Equity & Inclusion: we embrace the power of differences and are convinced that diversity fosters innovation and resilience and enables us to act braver and better.
- Continuous Learning: we believe that continuous learning is a key differentiator and critical for building new skills and accelerating growth.
- Career Mobility: we actively support career mobility, and our strong global and regional presence offers a wealth of career growth opportunities for you.

Apply now!

* Munich Re not only stands for fairness with regard to its clients; it is also an equal opportunity employer. Severely disabled candidates will also be prioritised, if equally qualified.